France: 13-Year-Old Girl’s
Story about Her Teacher that
Led to his Murder Was a Lie
France: A 13-year old Muslim schoolgirl, known as Z, lied to
her father when she said her history teacher, Samuel Paty,
during a lecture on free speech compared to blashemy, showed
cartoon drawings of a naked Mohammed to the class. When this
story circulated on social networks, it led to outrage within
the Muslim community. Ten days later, the teacher was beheaded
by an 18-year old Muslim Chechen refugee. The girl’s story was
that Muslim students were told to leave the room while the
drawings were displayed, and that she was suspended from
school when she objected to the naked drawings. Z stuck to her
story until classmates told police that Z was not present in
Paty’s class on the day that he showed the caricatures of a
clothed Mohammed and that she was suspended because of her
habitual absence from class. -GEG
Like many a school truant, the 13-year-old girl was keen to
prevent her father from discovering she had been suspended
because of repeatedly failing to turn up for lessons.
So she made up a story. The teenager said her history teacher,
Samuel Paty, had instructed Muslim students to leave the
classroom so he could show the rest “a photograph of the
Prophet naked”.

It must have seemed a harmless enough lie, but it sparked a
chain of events that led to unimaginable horror.
Ten days later, the teacher was dead – decapitated by a
Islamist terrorist. Paty’s family were left devastated, France
traumatised and the girl and her father facing criminal
charges. Two other teenagers, who took money from the
assassin, Abdullakh Anzorov, are also under investigation.
On Sunday, Le Parisien revealed that the girl, known only as
Z, had admitted that she had wrongly accused Paty. The paper
said she confessed to the investigating anti-terrorist judge
that she had lied, and that she was not even in the class
where Paty showed pupils controversial caricatures from the
satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo.
The newspaper said the girl had lied because she wanted to
please her father.
“She would not have dared to confess to her father the real
reasons for her exclusion shortly before the tragedy, which
was in fact linked to her bad behaviour,” Le Parisien
reported.
Read full article here…
Additional

source:

https://www.timesofisrael.com/schoolgirl-admits-to-lying-about
-beheaded-french-teacher/

Sri Lanka: More than 200
Killed as Catholic Churches
and Tourist Hotels Targeted
in Bomb Attacks
Sri Lanka: A string of at least eight explosions ripped
through three Catholic churches and three high-end hotels
filled with tourists, killing more than 200 and injuring many
more on Easter morning. Sri Lanka’s police chief issued an
alert to top officers ten days ago warning that Muslim suicide
bombers planned to hit “prominent churches”. No group has
claimed responsibility for the attack, but there has been an
increase in persecution and threats against Christians from
the Muslim and Buddhist populations. One of the alleged
suicide bombers behind the attacks has been identified as
Zahran Hashim, who previously made a video declaring
declaring: “Anyone who disagrees with Muslims should be
killed.” -GEG

update 2: A ninth bomb found at the Colombo
International Airport in Sri Lanka had reportedly sent the
major
international flight hub into lockdown for hours.

Local media, citing military
was successfully defused:

officials,

says

it

A spokesman for the Sri Lankan Air Force claims a massive PVC
pipe
packed with explosives was “discovered on the way to Colombo
International and defused by the Air Force”.

All major social media networks were reported blocked in the
country
shortly after the series of eight bomb attacks on churches and
luxury
hotels – mostly in Colombo – making information slow to come
out.

* * *

update: US Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo has said in a statement hours after the
string of at
least 8 coordinated bombing attacks as Easter services were
underway
that “several” Americans have been killed, though without
giving specifics.

Local authorities have said further that 5 British nationals
were
killed, two of which had dual American citizens. Police are
still
attempting to identify some among the over 200 deceased, as
Reuters reports:

“Altogether, we have information of 207 dead from all
hospitals.
According to the information as of now we have 450 injured
people
admitted to hospitals,” police spokesman Ruwan Gunasekera
told
reporters.
Three churches in various parts of the country and four

hotels in
Colombo were hit. At least 27 of the dead were foreigners,
including
five British people, two of whom had dual U.S. citizenship,
and three
Indians, according to officials in those countries.

Sri Lankan authorities have still not officially identified a
culprit,
nor have any militant groups claimed responsibility, this
as multiple
suspects were reportedly arrested in connection with the
string of near
simultaneous bombings of churches and luxury hotels, mostly in
the
capital of Colombo.

However, as Time reports:

News agency AFP says it has seen documents that show that Sri
Lankan police have been on the alert for several days,
fearing
that suicide bombers from a local radical Muslim group, the
National
Thowheeth Jama’ath (NTJ) were targeting prominent churches.
AFP also reported that Sri Lankan police seized a haul of
explosives and detonators in January after arresting four men
“from a newly formed radical Muslim group.”
A number of Sri Lankan Muslims were known to have joined ISIS
in Syria, according to Reuters.

All major social media networks have been reported blocked in
the country, making information slow to come out.

Read full article here…

Additional sources:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/04/sri-lankan-intel-offi
cials-issued-warnings-of-possible-terror-attacks-10-days-ago/

https://www.newswars.com/alleged-sri-lanka-suicide-bomber-anyo
ne-who-disagrees-with-muslims-should-be-killed/

Two Scandinavian Women, While
Camping in Morocco, Were
Brutally Murdered by ISIS
Terrorists
Moroccan police arrested 18 men in connection with the rape
and beheading of two women, Maren Ueland, 28, of Norway,

and Louisa Vesterager, 24, of Denmark, while they were
camping. The four suspects accused of direct involvement in
the women’s deaths appear in a video pledging allegiance to
ISIS. A gruesome video of the attack has been widely
circulated by social media with men in the video calling the
attack “revenge” for fellow jihadists in Syria. The Facebook
page of Ms Ueland’s mother, Irene, has been spammed with
hundreds horrible images of her daughter’s slit throat and Ms
Jespersen’s severed head. Ironically, one of the victims,
Maren Ueland, posted a video against discrimination of Muslims
in 2015 and wrote, “Never judge people by their appearance.” GEG
Thirteen suspects have been arrested in connection with the
beheading deaths of two tourists in Morocco, the statecontrolled 2M news agency reported.
Four are suspected of killing 28-year-old Maren Ueland of
Norway and 24-year-old Louisa Jespersen of Denmark. Of those
four, one had previously served a two-year sentence in an
extremism-related case, Boubker Sabik, a Moroccan national
security spokesman, told 2M.
Nine others were arrested in different cities for their
alleged connection to the four murder suspects, 2M reported.
During the raids, authorities found “suspicious substances
that could potentially be used in making explosives,” 2M said.
The bodies of Ueland and Jespersen were found Monday in the
High Atlas mountain range.
Both women had been spotted with three men in their hotel in
Marrakesh before heading to the Atlas Mountains to hike. They
were found in Imlil, an unguarded and remote area on the
mountain range.
The state-run Maghreb Arab Press reported that the pair had
been killed with a “melee weapon.”
A video purporting to show the decapitations is being analyzed

by the Danish Security and Intelligence Service, the agency
told CNN. The video’s authenticity has not been verified.
The Moroccan government has called the killings a “terrorist
and criminal act,” and Danish Prime Minister Lars Lokke
Rasmussen said the killings seemed to be “politically
motivated and thus a terrorist act.”
The four suspects accused of direct involvement in the women’s
deaths appear in a video pledging allegiance to ISIS, but they
do not reference the killings.
Read full article here…

8-Year
Old
German
Girl
Stabbed by Arab Child in
School – Teacher Makes Her
Stay Until School Day Ends
Yara, an ethnic German girl, was a student at an immigrantmajority school in Germany where she was the only child who
was fluent in the national language. She was bullied by the
migrant children daily and stabbed by an Arab child.
The

teacher made her finish out the school day despite having been
cut in the abdomen with a sharp object. The school board was
notified and Yara changed schools.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjY0mv39nDo
A news item from German broadcaster Sat 1 tells about the
traumatic experience 8-year-old Yara had at a migrant majority
school. She became an outcast, was bullied and even stabbed.
Little Yara was the last person in her classroom who spoke
German at home. Her school can be characterised as a migrant
majority school with Turks and Arab migrants as students.
“They needed to employ an interpreter to translate from German
to Turkish or Arabic in order for the Turkish, Arabic people
to even understand what was going on. I felt a bit lost and
that’s when I realised how it must feel for my daughter,” the
girl’s father, Mike F., tells Sat 1.
Read full article here…

UK: A Young Girl Was Forced
into Sex with 100 Men from a

Muslim
Grooming
Beginning at Age 13
UK: A woman testified
raped by an estimated
old until she was 16.
the press as ‘Asians’
trial continues. -GEG
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Young girl was ‘passed around and had sex with 100
Asian men by age of 16’, child sex abuse trial
hears
Victim said she ‘fell’ for her abuser when he
made her feel special
Men would ‘demand’ to meet the victim, who
was 13 when the abuse started
Defendants face a total of 28 counts of
sexual abuse of five girls in Rotherham
A young girl was ‘passed around’ and had sex with 100 men by
the time she was 16, jurors in a child sex abuse trial were
told.
The girl, who cannot be named for legal reasons, claims the
abuse she suffered between 1998 and 2001 began when she was
just 13 years old.
Her account was given in a video interview played at the trial
of eight Asian men accused of the sexual abuse of five girls
over a five-year period from 1998 to 2003.
Tanweer Ali (left) and Mohammed Imran Ali Akhtar (right) both
stand accused of indecently assaulting the girl between 1998

and 2001
The men were arrested and charged as part of Operation
Stovewood , an investigation into sexual abuse which was
launched after the Rotherham grooming scandal.
On Friday (Sept 7), Sheffield Crown Court heard how her number
would be passed around between the men – with others then
‘demanding’ to meet her.
She said: ‘I can honestly say that by the age of 16 I had
slept with 100 Asian men – some I didn’t see again.
‘The ones who come and use you for one time are the ones who
are hard to remember.
‘As soon as you get to know them your number gets passed
around.
‘Asian lads demanding to meet you – then you meet a new group
and it went on like that.
‘I didn’t know at the time I was being passed around when I
was 13 but I know now I’m older.’
Read full article here…

Judge Allows Release of 5
Suspects Accused of Training
Children to Commit School
Shootings
New Mexico: Judge Sarah Backus is allowing five Islamic
extremists, who were charged with child abuse, to be freed on
bail with ankle monitors, despite a state prosecutor’s request
that they be detained. The suspects were arrested after a
compound was raided, and 11 starving children were discovered
in squalid conditions. The suspects are accused of training
these children in firearms and school shootings. Judge Backus
cited the lack of criminal history of the defendants and said
the state did not provide sufficient evidence showing they
would be a danger to the community if released.
One of the suspects, Siraj Ibn Wahhaj, is accused of abducting
his 4-year-old son, Abdul-Ghani Wahhaj, who suffered from
brain damage from birth and seizures. The remains of a small
boy were found on the compound, but have not yet been
identified. Court officials say the child allegedly died
during a “ritual” in the New Mexico desert witnessed by
children who were told the victim would be resurrect as Jesus.
The grandfather, Imam Siraj Wahhaj, was named as a possible
co-conspirator in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. -GEG
Five alleged Muslim extremists who are accused of training
children to carry out school shootings have been released on
bond after one of their attorneys complained that the men were
only being targeted because they’re “black and Muslim,” as
opposed to “white and Christian.”
Judge Sarah Backus said that prosecutors didn’t prove the
alleged jihadists were “a danger to the community” and
released them on a $20,000 “signature bond,” which means they

won’t even have to pay the fee unless they violate the
conditions of their release.
“The state argued that the 11 children at the compound were
being trained to use guns as they prepared to attack teachers,
law enforcement and others in institutions that the group
considered corrupt,” reports the Albuquerque Journal.
Eleven malnourished children were found on the property while
another child had died at his father’s hand “during a
religious ritual intended to expel religious demons from his
body.”
However, one attorney argued that the men were victims of
Islamophobia and racism, commenting, “The NRA right now are
telling us that guns are a good thing and that we should be
training our teenagers to go ahead and use them, but now that
we have someone who’s actually do that, and they’re not white,
and they’re not Christian we think there’s some nefarious
plan.”
Read full article here…

Dutch

Politician

Committed

Suicide
Due
to
Threats
Against
Her
Family,
and
Following a Brutal Gang Rape
Last Year
Holland: A Dutch city councilor in the Hague, Willie Dille,
53, and member of Geert Wilders’ anti-immigrant Freedom Party,
was reported to have committed suicide shortly after posting a
video on Facebook in which she claimed she was kidnapped and
gang-raped by Muslims as part of an intimidation campaign over
a year ago.
She appears distressed in her video as she
recounted that the gang demanded her silence during council
debates and that she recently had received a death threat
warning that “we will soon cut your throat and let you bleed
to death.” She blamed a former political colleague, Arnoud
van Doorn, who converted to Islam, and accused him of
orchestrating her rape. Police reported that Ms. Dille did not
make a formal police report but had spoken with police several
times. Dille was controversial and, in 2016, she shared a
video on social media that said a nuclear bomb should be
dropped on Muslims. -GEG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpRcmR0NPuM
Alternate
link
on
BitChute:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bFQMhlP1ncCx/
Willie Dille served
Party from 2010-2012
city council. The
outspoken critic of

as an MP for the anti-immigrant Freedom
before returning to her seat on The Hague
party’s leader, Geert Wilders, is an
Islam.

This video was removed shortly after it was posted online.
“We can confirm that Ms. Dille never filed a formal
complaint,” the police said, adding that officers advised her
“several times” to proceed with one. “But for reasons not

known to us, [she] didn’t. Neither did she provide us with
details about the incident to enable us to commence an
investigation.”

Muslim
Man
Accused
of
Training Abused Children at A
New Mexico Shelter to Commit
School Shootings
New Mexico: Muslim, Siraj Ibn Wahhaj, was arrested
on the accusation that he was training eleven children to
commit school shootings. Four other adults also were arrested.
Wahhaj is the father of a boy who went missing in Georgia
after he told the boy’s mother that he wanted to perform an
exorcism on the child. He later said he was taking the child
to a park and didn’t return. Authorities say the remains of a
boy were found on the compound but have not been positively
identified by medical examiners. Wahhaj’s father was an imam
who was named by prosecutors as a possible co-conspirator in
the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. -GEG

Muslim Siraj Ibn Wahhaj was arrested last week at
a compound in New Mexico.
Wahhaj was training children to commit mass
shootings at US schools.
Siraj ibn Wahhaj is the son of a Brooklyn imam who was named
as a possible co-conspirator in the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing.
Siraj Ibn Wahhaj is the son of infamous imam Siraj Wahhaj in
Brooklyn.
Named as a possible co-conspirator in the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing.https://t.co/e2Ebd5Xl4F
Read full article here…

Judge Napolitano Explains the
Supreme Court’s Preliminary
Ruling in Favor of Trump’s
Travel Ban
Judge Napolitano says that the Supreme Court that validated
President Trump’s travel ban that affects people from Iran,

Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria, Venezuela, and Yemen. Chad
was dropped from the list in April. He said that this
reaffirms Trump’s absolute right to exclude people or groups
from certain areas from immigrating to the US. The case will
be referred back to Hawaii, as they accused Trump of
discrimination against Muslims, while he was a candidate, but
they will not be allowed to use Trump’s words before the
election.

Tommy
Robinson
Still
in
Prison while Muslim Activist
who Beat Policeman at Rally
Is Set Free
London: A Muslim activist, Omar Mohamad, was set free by a
judge, despite striking a police officer in the face with his
walking stick while protesting a rally demanding the release
of activist Tommy Robinson, who is known for exposing Muslim
rape grooming gangs. Justice is skewed, as the violent Muslim
man was set free while Tommy has been sentenced to two 13month terms to be served consecutively for non-violent
contempt of court convictions, imposed for reporting on
grooming gang trials.

A Muslim activist who beat a police officer with a
stick while protesting a Tommy Robinson rally has
walked free from court.
Omar Mohamad had chosen to travel all the way from Reading to
protest a free speech event led by Robinson at Speaker’s
Corner in Hyde Park, held “to express views that were adverse
to the Muslim community in the United Kingdom” — according
to District Judge Richard Blake.
“We live in a democracy — people should feel free, within
limits, to express their opinions,” he opined.
“You were with a group of other men. It is fair to say that
immediately in front of you there was a fracas.
“You joined into the melee that happened and you joined in
with your stick.
“While you do need that stick to walk with, you very much used
it by wielding it around as a weapon. You brought the stick
round and struck [Police Sergeant Guy Rooney] in the face.
“There is no doubt that this was a very significant injury
that you caused with your stick.”
Sergeant Rooney had told the court how the attack had left his
face so badly damaged that his children would not walk to
school with him, and claimed he had been left with posttraumatic stress.
Nevertheless, despite the violent nature of Mohamad’s attack
and his decision to claim he was acting in self-defence and
plead not guilty, the judge appeared to buy the picture
painted by the defence of a sickly man with multiple
illnesses, who had “shown genuine remorse”.
Read full article here…

France: Concert Is Scheduled
for Muslim Rapper Who Exhorts
Followers to Kill Those Who
Reject A Muslim State
France: A Muslim rapper, who released an album named ‘Jihad’
that calls for beheading all secularists, is scheduled to
perform at the Bataclan Theater where Muslim radicals
reportedly killed 90 people in November, 2015. Secularists are
defined as those who reject the combination of religion with
state power. This has triggered a wave of protest and a demand
for the government to force the cancellation of the
performances, which are an insult to the memory of the victims
of the Bataclan attack. -GEG

There has been an outcry in France over news that
a controversial Muslim rapper behind the album
Jihad, whose lyrics include a call to “behead
secularists”, will be performing at the Bataclan
theatre where Muslim radicals butchered 90 people
at a concert in November 2015.
Since the dates for Médine Zaouiche to play two shows were
announced Saturday, conservatives in France have been seeking
to force the cancellation of the October planned performances,

which have been branded “an insult” to Bataclan attack
victims’ memory, according to local media.
More than 16,000 people so far have signed a petition against
the planned performances, which represent “the height of
indecency and submission” according to the Change.org website
page.
Set up by patriotic French MPs, the petition points to
Zaouiche’s “provocative” Jihad t-shirt, on which the outline
of a sword forms the letter ‘J’, and argues it is “very
difficult to accept” the rapper’s professed opposition to
Islamist violence “in light of the ultra-reactionary and
communitarian struggle he evokes in the majority of his
lyrics”.
Lawyers representing relatives of dozens of the families of
people slaughtered in the Islamist attack, Bernard Benaïem and
Caroline Wassermann, on Monday declared they would launch
legal action in order to get the shows cancelled on the
grounds they pose a strong risk of “disturbing the public
order”.
As well as populist leader Marine Le Pen, who posted that “No
French can accept that this guy is going to be pouring his
filth at the very place of #Bataclan carnage”, numerous
politicians from the centre-right Les Republicains took to
social media to express anger at the upcoming shows.
Chairman of the conservative party, Laurent Wauquiez, opined
on Twitter that plans for the rapper to perform at the venue
represent “sacrilege for the victims”, and said they bring
dishonour for France.
Criticism was not restricted to the right, with MP Aurore
Bergé from France’s ruling En Marche party tweeting to
denounce the shows as “an insult” to Bataclan victims,
describing Zaouiche’s anti-secularist lyrics as “no more, no
less than incitement to murder”.

Read full article here…

Migrant Grooming Gangs in
Holland Are Preying on Dutch
Girls
Each year, about 1,400 underage Dutch girls are blackmailed
into sex slavery by young migrants, known as ‘loverboys’, who
charm the teens into becoming sex partners, photograph them
and then coerce them into prostitution. The men are mostly
Moroccans, Turks, Caribbeans, and Roma. The vulnerable girls
often come from an unstable home of lower social class.
Police, social workers and charities ignore the problem out of
fear of being called racist, as most grooming gangs are Muslim
migrants.

Read full article here…

